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Abstract: Thai agriculture is traced through prehistory, agro-cities, and religious empires with immigrant Tai, to a sustainable wet glutinous rice culture that shaped institutions for an exporting society. Agriculture provided rising security and wealth with population increase and Chinese and European agribusiness expansion, until accessible land was expended. Employment, crisis resilience, self-sufficiency, rural social support, and culture were maintained through agriculture, although hampered by institutional orientations to taxation more than research and education. By the 1960s, agribusiness conflicted with smallholders. Thailand is one of the world’s few major agricultural exporters, leading in rice, rubber, canned pineapple, black tiger prawn, and regional chicken meat production and export, and feeding four times its population from less intensive agriculture than its neighbours. Issues remain in poverty, education, research, governance, national debt, and sensitive alternatives for smallholders. Past specialties in irrigation, administration, export, multinational agribusiness, negotiation, retained potential, and acceptance of new ideas, suggest that Thailand should remain a major agricultural country as environmental and religious concerns contribute to its unique agriculture. [view one review at <http://www.asc.ku.ac.th/NewsletterLatest-story2.htm>]

Purchase: In Thailand - Kasetsart University Bookstore (500Bt).
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The author, Professor Lindsay Falvey, comments in his Foreword...

"The story of Thai agriculture is too voluminous to contain in one book such as this. It includes all elements of the Thai culture, economy and environment, and has been the subject of specialist research in the various branches of these fields over centuries. Because Thai traditions of writing have not emphasised the same technical and economic approaches common to Western documentation until recent times, much of the origins of Thai agriculture is derived from professional extrapolations. Nevertheless, there are voluminous writings surrounding the subject, beginning in the thirteenth century, from Thai, Chinese, Japanese, and various European authors. It is their experience and knowledge which comprise the bulk this book much more than the eclectic experiences on which I reminisce with increasing frequency in this twenty-fifth year of working in Thailand. Having a year to collate information has been most beneficial. As Zimmerman noted in his 1930s treatment of the subject, one year to write on Thai agriculture is grossly inadequate, twenty years’ research being a minimum.

The story of Thai agriculture is one of importance to all. It contains lessons about the importance of culture and history in development. It highlights the shortcoming of the economic development models. It illustrates the durability of an export industry which also employs most of the population, leads the world in some business fields, and rescues the non-agricultural classes from catastrophe in times of crisis. Yet it also contains lessons about the civilising of development, and is bold enough to relate spiritual aspirations to those of industry."